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A B S T R A C T
The present research examined the role of working memory in the pursuit of qualitatively different achievement goals. Pursuit of a mastery-approach goal entails a focus on developing self-referential competence while a performance-approach goal entails a focus on demonstrating normative competence. Across two experiments it was found that, when working memory is loaded, individuals pursuing a mastery-approach goal experienced larger performance decrements than individuals pursuing a performance-approach goal or those in a no-goal control. It was also found that reliance upon working memory intensive strategies (explicit strategies) was more evident for those in a mastery-approach condition, whereas reliance upon less working memory intensive strategies (implicit strategies) was more evident for those in the performance-approach condition. Results suggest that a motivated focus on developing self-referential skill relies heavily on working memory, facilitated by the use of deliberative, ‘step-by-step’ strategies during goal pursuit. Conversely, a focus on demonstrating normative skill depends less on working memory, facilitated by the use of more heuristic ‘short-cut’ strategies during goal pursuit. These findings show, for the first time, that working memory plays an important, but selective, role in achievement goal pursuit.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license

1. Introduction

Achievement goals concern the purpose of motivated behaviour in achievement settings, and are conceptualised in terms of motivated focus on qualitatively different competence related outcomes (Dweck, 1986; Elliot, 1999, 2005; Nicholls, 1984). For instance, one might be motivated to develop self-referential competence (i.e., a mastery-approach goal), or to demonstrate normative competence (i.e., a performance-approach goal). An extensive literature shows that these goals differentially impact upon achievement outcomes in a range of settings (see Senko, Durik, & Harackiewicz, 2008; Senko, Hulleman, & Harackiewicz, 2011). Less is known, however, about how achievement goals might go about exerting an effect on such outcomes. In this paper, we investigate the way in which achievement goals might differentially engage working memory resources. Working memory (Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Engle, 2002) plays a critical role in the goal-directed control of attention, by guiding, preserving and updating attention to goal-directed processes and information (Conway, Cowan, & Bunting, 2001; Hofmann, Schmeichel, Friese, & Baddeley, 2011; Lavie & de Fockert, 2005; Miller & Cohen, 2001). It therefore seems likely that working memory is critically involved in achievement goal pursuit. The aim of this paper is to understand how mastery-approach and performance-approach goals engage working memory resources, thereby shedding light on the cognitive processes that may underlie the effects that these goals have on achievement outcomes.

The distinction between mastery-approach goals (i.e., focus on developing skill) and performance-approach goals (i.e., focus on demonstrating skill) is a fundamental dichotomy in the achievement goal literature (Dweck, 1986). These achievement goal states can be elicited by simple cues or instructions, such as framing the purpose of a task as an opportunity to outperform others (performance-approach) or to learn something new (mastery-approach) (e.g., Elliot, Shell, Henry, & Maier, 2005) (see Elliot, 2005). Although beyond the scope of the present research, it is important to note that one can also be motivated to avoid demonstration of normative incompetence (performance-avoid focus) or to avoid deterioration of self-referential competence (mastery-avoid focus) (Elliot, 1999; Elliot & Church, 1997; Elliot & McGregor, 2001). The present research is designed to focus specifically on the role of working memory in mastery-approach and performance-approach goal pursuit.

Pursuit of these different approach-oriented achievement goals has been shown to produce differential outcomes, particularly in academic settings. For instance, performance-approach goals tend to predict actual academic performance, while mastery-approach goals tend to predict academic interest (Hulleman, Durik, Schweigert, & Harackiewicz, 2008). Relatively less research has examined the cognitive processes through
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which these effects might operate. Mastery-approach goal states have been linked with deep processing tendencies and elaborative learning strategies, while performance-approach goal states have been associated with more surface-level task engagement and rote learning (Harackiewicz & Linnenbrink, 2005). Performance-approach goal pursuit has been found to strategically direct attention towards material essential for task performance (Elliott et al., 2005), and to foster cheating behaviour (Van Yperen, Hamstra, & Van der Kleuwen, 2011), compared to mastery-approach goal pursuit. In relation to memory performance, research has shown superior maintenance of memory strategies in recall tasks for mastery-approach, relative to performance-approach (Eschile & Huet, 2005). Researchers have also found enhanced recall for deeply processed information for mastery-approach, relative to performance-approach (Graham & Golan, 1991), however others have failed to replicate such findings (Barker, McInerney, & Dowson, 2002).

Despite these promising indications of the cognitive processes that might characterise achievement goal pursuit, few studies have considered the role of working memory. This is surprising as research informs us that working memory plays a major, though varied, role in a wide range of goal-directed behaviours (DeShon, Brown, & Greenis, 1996; Krawczyk & D'Esposito, 2011; Treisman & Doctor, 1987; Wegge, 2001; Worthy, Markman, & Maddox, 2009). In terms of achievement goals, Linnenbrink, Ryan, and Pintrich (1999) reported a positive association between working memory capacity scores (as measured by Reading Span, RSPAN; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) and self-reported mastery-approach goals. More recently, Avery and Smillie (2013) examined the influence of experimentally manipulated mastery-approach and performance-approach goals on working memory under varying executive load, using a numerical N-Back task (Gevins & Cutillo, 1993). It was found that pursuit of a performance-approach goal resulted in poorer working memory processing than pursuit of a mastery-approach goal or no-goal control. Moreover, this achievement goal effect was restricted to the greatest executive load of the task relative to less demanding loads. This is consistent with research showing that achievement goals impact most upon performance in cognitively demanding conditions (Barker et al., 2002; Graham & Golan, 1991). Also relevant is a recent study by Crouzevialle and Butera (2012), who found that pursuit of performance-approach goals generated distinctive concerns that depleted working memory resources relative to a no-instruction control group. These authors argue that allocation of such resources is divided among the storage, processing, and retrieval of task-relevant information, and, the activation of performance-approach goal concerns.

Thus, although some research has examined how working memory performance varies under different goal pursuit conditions, the role that working memory plays in the pursuit of mastery- and performance-approach goals remains unclear. That is, the extent to which mastery- and performance-approach goal pursuit might differentially engage working memory resources given task strategies employed, is yet to be investigated. Such investigation would be highly complementary to previous work described by offering some explanation for varying cognitive performance for these goal states (Berbery-Meyer & Kaplan, 2005; Eschile & Huet, 2005), especially when a task is executively demanding (Avery & Smillie, 2013; Graham & Golan, 1991). Furthermore, investigation of the role that working memory plays could offer some explanatory grounds for information processing patterns (Graham & Golan, 1991; Harackiewicz & Linnenbrink, 2005) observed for these goal states (i.e., can task strategy working memory resource requirements account for why deeper processing of material is more favourable with mastery-approach goal pursuit?). In exploring the working memory requirements of task strategies employed by these goal states, the current work offers much scope for developing theoretical understanding of how mastery- and performance-approach goal states actually go about exerting an effect on cognitive and ultimately academic performance.

One way to address this question is to ask whether the availability of working memory resources has consequences for task performance depending on which achievement goal is being pursued. The current paper aims to address this novel and necessary question using dual task methodology, whereby a working memory load task is interleaved with a primary goal pursuit task. Dual task methodology involves performing two tasks simultaneously, or two interleaved tasks, with a distinction between a primary and a secondary task of interest. Performance decrements in the primary task can be attributed to the executive load of the secondary task. In the current work, two experiments are presented in which participants pursue either a mastery-approach or performance-approach goal under varying working memory load. Secondary working memory load will compete with the primary goal pursuit task for working memory resources to the extent that these are required for successful performance (Baddeley, 1986). Consequently, working memory load will affect task performance most strongly for the goal state in which working memory plays a greater role. In Experiment 1, given the discussed literature, the extent to which limited availability of working memory resources has more damaging consequences for primary task performance when pursuing a mastery-approach goal relative to a performance-approach goal is tested. In Experiment 2, task strategies employed by these goal states (under both low and high demanding task conditions) in accounting for differential working memory resources requirements is tested – specifically, whether the damaging consequences for primary task performance when pursuing a mastery-approach goal relative to a performance-approach goal is due to reliance upon more working memory intensive strategies.

2. Experiment 1

Games and puzzles offer a simple but effective way to examine goal-directed behaviour in the laboratory. Such tasks have been successfully employed to study, for instance, the role of working memory in chess performance (Robbins et al., 1995) and the impact of approach states on word-search puzzles and word matching games (Elliott & Harackiewicz, 1996; Senko & Harackiewicz, 2005; Steele-Johnson, Heintz, & Miller, 2008). For this study we constructed a word game based loosely on the Parker Brothers game Boggle™ as a primary achievement goal pursuit task. On each trial participants were presented with a 4 × 4 letter matrix and required to make as many words as possible. Working memory has been suggested to play a role in word formation games, allowing the retrieval of verbal information from long-term memory (Halpern & Wai, 2007).

The current word game was interleaved with a secondary task (low versus high load). If the primary achievement goal requires working memory resources, then game performance should decline at higher working memory load. Given that previous work has found a relationship between mastery-approach goals and increased working memory performance (Linnenbrink et al., 1999), and has also linked mastery-approach goals with cognitive styles that are suggestive of high working memory engagement (e.g., deep-processing learning strategies; Harackiewicz & Linnenbrink, 2005), we expected that working memory might play a greater role in the pursuit of mastery-approach goals, relative to the pursuit of performance-approach goals (i.e., a mastery-approach foci engages working memory resources more heavily during goal pursuit relative to a performance-approach foci). We therefore hypothesised that primary task performance would be most substantially disrupted by high secondary load when pursuing a mastery approach goal.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

Seventy-two¹ University of London undergraduates (47 females) from various disciplines took part and all were paid £5 for their participation. Age was recorded in five ranges (18–25; 26–35; 36–45; 46–55; 56–65).

¹ One participant was removed from analyses due to exceptionally high word game performance, but this had no substantive effect on results.
56–65) with a modal range of 18–25 years accounting for 75.3% of the sample. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation.

2.1.2. Experimental task
Participants performed a primary achievement goal pursuit task interleaved with a secondary load task programmed using e-prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuculotto, 2002).

2.1.2.1. Primary task: The primary task was a word game whereby in each trial participants were presented with a 4 × 4 letter matrix (see Fig. 1) and required to type as many words as possible in 20 s under the single rule that words must be a minimum of 3 letters long. Each 16 letter matrix contained a minimum of 2 vowels and the remaining letters were any of the possible 21 consonants from the alphabet, with repetitions of the same letter in a single matrix permitted.

2.1.2.2. Secondary task: The primary word game was interleaved with a secondary task for digit order (see Fig. 2). At the start of each trial, prior to presentation of the word game, a memory set consisting of the digits 0–1–2–3–4 was presented (centered) for 1500 ms. For low secondary load trials, the memory set was always presented in a fixed order of 0–1–2–3–4. For high secondary load trials, the digit 0 always remained in the first position of the set but the order of the digits 1–4 was varied at random on each trial. Memory sets were followed by a 1500 ms interval in both low and high load conditions, which was then followed by presentation of the 20 second word game. Following the word game, a memory probe appeared and remained on screen until a response was made or 3000 ms had elapsed. The memory probe consisted of one digit with a question mark, equally likely to be either 0–3 in the low load condition or 0–4 in the high load condition. Participants were required to key-in the digit that followed the probe digit in the memory set they had seen prior to the word game for that trial. All of the positions in the memory set were equally likely to be probed across trials.

2.1.2.3. Primary and secondary task interleaved design: Following a practice tutorial, participants completed one primary task baseline block (12 trials) under low secondary load followed by four fully counterbalanced experimental blocks (2 blocks per secondary load, each containing 16 trials). Sixty-Four letter matrices were randomly generated for the total of 64 trials across the 4 main task blocks, with 16 letter matrices allocated to each block, all presented in a random order for each participant. Word game performance was calculated using a points-based system: 1 point for every 3 letter word or for the first 3 letters of words longer than 3 letters, and an additional 1 point for every letter after the third letter of words longer than 3 letters. Points were then summed for each letter matrix and these were then totalled per block.

Total word game performance, for low and for high secondary working memory load separately, were calculated by summing the total of the two block scores for each load. This created the key dependent variable; Total Game Points (Low Load), Total Game Points (High Load).

2.1.3. Manipulation of achievement goal states
Achievement goal state was manipulated between subjects. The word game was performed in one of three experimental conditions: mastery-approach goal (MAG), performance-approach goal (PAG) or no-goal (NG). Achievement goals were manipulated via instructions that framed the focal task in terms of an explicit target focused normative or self-referential goal. Although there are various achievement goal manipulation methodologies evident within the literature, the goal framing technique is consistent with the aforementioned definitions of MAG (focus on developing skill) and PAG (focus on demonstrating skill) (Elliot, 1999), has been shown to be effective in previous research and is highly consistent with previous literature examining the impact of motivational states on cognitive performance (Elliot et al., 2005; Escribè & Huet, 2005; Van Yperen, Elliot, & Anseel, 2009).

In both the MAG and PAG condition participants were told prior to task engagement that they would receive points for words identified in the word game (as described earlier). Participants were told that the computer would automatically calculate scores throughout the task. Following a baseline block, participants in the MAG condition read the following set of instructions:

“Your round 1 score is X points. Your aim for this task is to develop your skill at performing the word game well. As such your goal for round 2 is to do better than your total round 1 score, which means getting more than X points in round 2. The computer will tell you at the end of round 2 whether you achieved above your previous round score.”

In contrast, following a baseline block those in the PAG condition read the following set of instructions:

“Your aim for this task is to demonstrate your skill at performing the word game well in comparison to other students who have taken part. The average total score of students who have taken part so far in round 2 is X points. Your goal for round 2 is to do better than this average student round 2 score, which means getting more than X points in round 2. The computer will tell you at the end of round 2 whether you achieved above the average student score for the round.”

These instructions to either perform better than one’s own previous round score or than a normative score (for MAG and PAG respectively) were then repeated between each of the remaining 4 experimental blocks (i.e., after blocks 2, 3 and 4) with adjustments made to references to ‘round X’ and ‘X points’ accordingly. All participants in both goal conditions were presented with a standardised set of target scores based on pilot data.²³ Accordingly, all participants in the MAG and PAG conditions were provided with positive feedback at the end of each block (i.e., ‘Yes, you scored better than your previous round score’ or ‘Yes, you scored better than the average student score for this round’). Participants in the NG condition received only standard task instructions, that is, no points system or target goals were provided.

⁰² Target scores were identical in order to 1) ensure that only the framing of the target scores differed across goal conditions, 2) prevent block by block feedback variability within- and between-conditions thus ensuring consistency in terms of approaching a positive improvement outcome focus, and 3) prevent numerical targets becoming more salient than the framing of the achievement goals.

²³ Although the difficulty of letter matrices was not manipulated but kept constant, improving on the practice block was deemed moderately challenging. Regardless of goal condition, for those who did block 1 (following a practice block) under low secondary load, 50% actually achieved the standardised target goal assigned. If we consider this by condition, similar results are achieved with 46% in the no goal control, 55% in the mastery-approach condition and 53% in the performance-approach condition actually achieving the standardised target goal assigned in block 1 post the practice round.
2.1.4 Psychometric measures

2.1.4.1 Working memory capacity. The Operation Span (OSPAN) task (Turner & Engle, 1989) was used to confirm that experimental groups did not vary in terms of working memory capacity. Working memory capacity represents individual differences in the limit of information that can be maintained and manipulated in working memory. Participants view operation strings one at a time and are required to read each string out loud (e.g., “Is (9 ÷ 3) – 2 = 2? AUNT”). The participant states the mathematical string, followed by verification of the answer (i.e., “yes” or “no”), followed in turn by the word (i.e., “aunt”). Operation strings ranged from sets of two to five (three of each set presented randomly) and once the end of each set was reached participants were required to recall the sequence of words stated. OSPAN scores ranged from 0 to 42, calculated by summing the total number of recalled words across the twelve sets.

2.1.4.2 State anxiety. As noted by Avery and Smillie (2013), it is plausible that the pursuit of some achievement goals may impact upon state anxiety (e.g., being prompted to continually outperform others may elicit heightened anxiety), compared, for instance, to a no goal control group. Also, given the known negative impact of anxiety on working memory performance (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Ikeda, Iwanaga, & Seiwa, 1996; MacLeod & Donnellan, 1993), this may create interpretative ambiguities in the present study. Therefore, to guard against competing explanations (e.g., that the differential role of working memory in achievement goal pursuit is attributable to differences in experienced state anxiety between conditions), we examine any impact our achievement goal manipulation might have on state anxiety. State anxiety was assessed using a 5-item measure drawn from Ryan, Koestner, and Deci’s Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (1991). All items (α = .86) were adapted to the task at hand, for example, “I was anxious whilst doing this activity”, became, “I was anxious whilst doing this memory and word task”.

2.1.5 Manipulation checks

2.1.5.1 Task purpose. To confirm that participants understood the goal-related aim of the task, at the end of the experiment participants were asked to tick from a list provided, what the purpose of the task they had just completed was. Options included ‘to provide me with the opportunity to develop my skill at performing the word game well’ (MAG), ‘to provide me with the opportunity to demonstrate my skill at performing the word game well in comparison to other students who had taken part’ (PAG), and additionally, ‘I don’t remember the purpose of the task’, and, ‘the purpose of the task was not made clear to me’ to capture any misunderstanding.

2.1.5.2 Goal assigned. To confirm that participants understood the specific target goal assigned to them they were also asked to identify the target goal they were assigned, by ticking one option from a list of goals, including, ‘to do better than my previous score for each round’ (MAG), and ‘to do better than the average student score for each round’ (PAG), and additionally, ‘I was assigned no target goals’ and ‘I did not understand the goals assigned to me’.

2.1.5.3 Motivational state. In order to assess whether the goal manipulations had the desired effects on achievement motivation, a measure of goal state was also taken. State adapted forms of the mastery-approach and performance-approach scales from Horvath, Scheu, and DeShon’s (2001) Global Goal Orientation measure were utilised. The mastery-approach scale (α = .85) consists of 4 items such as ‘The opportunity to learn new things on the task was important to me’. The performance-approach scale (α = .92) consists of 4 items such as ‘It was important to me that I performed better than other students taking part on the task’.

2.1.5.4 Goal commitment. While we expect participants in the MAG and PAG conditions to differ with respect to their motivational focus on developing versus demonstrating competence, we do not expect them to differ in their commitment to their assigned goal. Thus, a five-item measure of goal commitment was also included (α = .80) to assess adherence to the target goals set within the MAG and PAG conditions. Items were taken from the Hollenbeck, Williams, and Klein (1989) Goal Commitment scale (e.g. I was strongly committed to pursuing the goals assigned).

2.1.6 Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a soundproof laboratory. Written consent was obtained and demographic items were completed first. Participants then completed the OSPAN assessment, after which...
they were given a 5 minute break (but remained in the testing room). They then completed a practice tutorial to familiarise with the task, followed by a baseline task block. Participants were then randomly assigned to different achievement goal conditions before completing the four main experimental blocks. After completing the experimental blocks participants completed (in counterbalanced order) the manipulation check questionnaires assessing task purpose, goal assigned, motivational state, state anxiety and goal commitment. (Those in the control group did not complete the task purpose, goal assigned or goal commitment manipulation check.) Testing sessions lasted approximately 90 min.

2.2. Results and discussion

2.2.1. Manipulation checks

Chi-square tests confirmed that participants’ post-task reported purpose, \( \chi^2 = 35.28, df = 3, p < .001 \), and assigned goal, \( \chi^2 = 39.66, df = 3, p < .001 \), were consistent with their experimental condition. There were no significant differences in reported goal commitment between the participants in the MAG (M = 19.9, SD = 2.8) and PAG (M = 20.0, SD = 4.4) condition (p = .909), with both group commitment means indicating strong commitment to goals assigned. Goal State checks revealed significant differences in reported state mastery-approach, F(2,69) = 3.97, p = .023, and reported state performance-approach, F(2,69) = 3.88, p = .025, across groups. Participants in the MAG condition scored the highest in state mastery-approach (M = 14.96, SD = 2.85) in comparison to those in the PAG (M = 12.61, SD = 4.0), t(46) = 2.35, p = .023, and those in the NG control (M = 12.42, SD = 3.63) condition, t(47) = 2.74, p = .009. Participants in the PAG condition scored higher in state performance-approach (M = 12.83, SD = 5.10) than those in the MAG (M = 9.96, SD = 4.27), t(46) = 2.11, p = .040, and NG control (M = 9.42, SD = 4.10) condition, t(45) = 2.53, p = .015. These manipulation check results clearly confirm effective inducement of target goal states.

2.2.2. Preliminary analyses

Descriptive statistics for Experiment 1 variables by goal condition are presented in Table 1. No effect of gender, age or block load order on word game performance was found (all p’s > .70), and no group differences on word game points during the baseline block were identified, F < 1, ns, indicating that experimental groups did not significantly differ in terms of word game performance prior to goal inducement. Further analyses revealed that groups did not significantly differ on working memory capacity (p = .87) (M: MAG = 31.42, PAG = 31.82, NG = 30.83) or state-anxiety (p = .12) (M: MAG = 16.6, PAG = 18.3, NG = 20.8).

For all participants, mean reaction times (RT, in milliseconds) to memory probes were significantly slower under high secondary load (M = 1649, SD = 256.3) than under low secondary load (M = 1075, SD = 156.2), F(1,71) = 509.92, p < .001. Additionally, memory probe accuracy was higher with low secondary load (M = 30.6, SD = 1.7) than with high secondary load (M = 17.9, SD = 6.8), F(1,71) = 244.05, p < .001. This indicates that the manipulation of working memory load was effective. No experimental group differences in mean RT to probes under low secondary load were found (p = .67). However, under high secondary load groups significantly differed on correct probe RT, F(2,69) = 6.69, p = .002. There were no significant differences in correct probe RT between the MAG and PAG conditions (p = .13), however, participants in the NG control (M = 1519, SD = 213.5) responded significantly faster to memory probes under high secondary load than those in both the MAG condition (M = 1661, SD = 266.9), t(47) = 2.06, p = .045, and PAG condition (M = 1771, SD = 228.5), t(45) = 3.925, p < .001. Similarly, there were no group differences in probe accuracy under low secondary load (p = .13), but there were significant differences under high secondary load, F(2,69) = 6.62, p = .002. The MAG and PAG condition did not differ in terms of probe accuracy (p = .73), suggesting there to be no differences in attentional bias between achievement goal conditions. However, those in the NG control (M = 21.7, SD = 6.0) had a significantly higher probe accuracy under high secondary load than those in the MAG (M = 15.6, SD = 6.8), t(47) = 3.32, p = .002, and PAG (M = 16.3, SD = 6.2) conditions, t(45) = 3.02, p = .004. This potentially indicates that inducement into an achievement goal consumed some resources that would have otherwise been devoted to the secondary load task. The finding that performance on the secondary load task was the same in MAG and PAG groups is important, as it rules out the possibility that any group differences in performance on the word game as a function of load being explained in terms of differences in prioritisation of the load task and word game task.

2.2.3. Word game performance

Total Game Points were entered into a 3 × 2 mixed ANOVA with goal group (MAG, PAG, NG) as the between-subjects factor, and secondary load (low, high) as the within-subjects factor. All performance analyses were restricted to trials in which a correct secondary load probe response was made. There was no significant main effect of goal group, F < 1, ns. There was a significant main effect for secondary load, F(1,69) = 242.748, p < .001, \( \eta^2 = .779 \), with all participants performing better under low (relative to high) working memory load (Ms = 184.90 and 90.42 respectively). Additionally, a significant secondary load x goal group interaction, F(2,69) = 5.646, p = .005, \( \eta^2 = .141 \), was found, indicating that the effect of working memory load on word game performance varied between the three experimental groups.

Further analyses revealed that participants in all conditions experienced a significant decline in word game performance from low to high secondary load (MAG, F(1,24) = 109.39, p < .001, \( \eta^2 = .820 \), PAG, F(1,22) = 68.07, p < .001, \( \eta^2 = .756 \), and NG, F(1,23) = 69.73, p < .001, \( \eta^2 = .752 \), but that this effect was largest in the MAG condition (see Table 1 for means), suggesting that MAG pursuit is more strongly influenced by working memory load than PAG pursuit or the NG control. To further examine these apparent differences, a decrement score was calculated by subtracting each participant’s word game performance under high secondary load from their performance under low load. In accordance with hypotheses, there was an overall effect of experimental group on decrement scores from low to high secondary load, F(2,71) = 5.65, p = .005, (see Fig. 3). Planned contrasts revealed that participants in the MAG condition suffered the largest decrement compared to those in other experimental groups, (t(69) = 3.05, p = .004. As predicted, those in the MAG condition suffered a larger decrement compared to those in the PAG condition, t(69) = 1.84, p = .07, albeit at the trend level.

In sum, although all experimental groups experienced some deterioration of primary task performance between low and high secondary load, the effect was most evident during pursuit of a mastery-approach goal. For those in the mastery-approach condition, high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Experiment 1: means and standard deviations for variables by goal condition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach</td>
<td>Performance-approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-mastery-approach</td>
<td>14.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-performance-approach</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory capacity</td>
<td>31.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-anxiety</td>
<td>16.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal commitment</td>
<td>19.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total game points (low load)</td>
<td>204.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total game points (high load)</td>
<td>84.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mastery-approach, N = 25; Performance-approach, N = 23; No-goal control, N = 24. State mastery-approach and state performance-approach are self-report forms. Those in the no-goal control condition didn’t complete a goal commitment measure.
working memory engagement under low secondary load could no longer be sustained under high secondary load, resulting in a performance decrement. Findings therefore suggest that working memory plays a more vital role in the pursuit of a mastery-approach goal relative to a performance-approach goal or a no-goal control.

3. Experiment 2

The aim of Experiment 2 is to build upon the dual-task design of Experiment 1 by further examining the role of working memory in achievement goal pursuit using a primary task known to vary in working memory intensity. If mastery-approach pursuit relies heavily on working memory (relative to performance-approach pursuit) then under low secondary load such goal pursuit should enhance performance on parts of a primary task which place heavy demands upon working memory. This advantage should then disappear under high secondary load. A further means of investigating the link between achievement goal pursuit and working memory is to examine self-reported strategy use. If mastery-approach pursuit relies more on working memory intensive strategies than performance-approach pursuit, participants may be able to verbally report on such strategies, discussed below.

A maths game is employed in the current study as the primary goal pursuit task. Solving challenging mathematical problems is known to rely heavily on working memory (Beilock & Carr, 2005; DeStefano & LeFevre, 2004; Stevenson & Carlson, 2003; Trbovich & LeFevre, 2003). Indeed, the impact of high-pressure situations on working memory availability especially undermines maths performance for individuals who typically demonstrate superior maths performance (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001). Researchers have illustrated that in working memory intensive tasks such as maths-based problem solving, manipulations which disrupt working memory interfere with performance by consuming the resources that are required to perform well (Beilock & Carr, 2005; Beilock, Kulp, Holt, & Carr, 2004; Beilock, Rydell, & McConnell, 2007; Cadinu, Maass, Rosabianca, & Kiesner, 2005). In line with this, if mastery-approach entails a strong reliance on working memory resources, then one would expect high secondary load to particularly interfere with successful goal pursuit.

To investigate possible strategy-related explanations behind findings relating to maths problem solving, some (e.g., Beilock & DeCaro, 2007) have turned to the dual-process theory literature. According to this literature, two distinct processes support performance in problem solving related tasks, namely implicit and explicit processes (also known as rule-based versus associative) (Evans & St, 2003; Sloman, 1996; Stanovich & West, 2000). Implicit strategies involve reliance on mental ‘short cuts’ and processes believed to operate spontaneously, thus making little demand on working memory (Rydell, McConnell, Mackie, & Strain, 2006). In contrast, explicit strategies involve reliance upon declarative knowledge and ‘step-by-step’ strategies in order to reach solutions, and place much heavier demands on working memory (Stevenson & Carlson, 2003). According to Siegler (1988a,b), those who tend to employ more working memory resources in order to execute computations tend to rely more upon explicit strategies. However, when there are fewer working memory resources available then there is an increased likelihood that implicitly sourced solutions will prevail.

If mastery-approach pursuit relies more on working memory (relative to performance-approach), as findings from our first experiment appear to suggest, then we expect to observe the use of explicit task strategies by participants inducted into a mastery-approach state. The use of such a strategy should facilitate performance on challenging parts of a primary task that demand working memory. However, in the presence of high secondary load this advantage would be expected to disappear, with load consuming resources necessary for an explicit task strategy. Conversely, if performance-approach pursuit relies less on working memory, then this state should more readily engage implicit strategies. Reliance on implicit strategies would limit performance on challenging parts of a primary task which demand working memory (on the basis that implicitly derived answers don’t permit as superior accuracy as explicit strategies), but would reduce susceptibility to experiencing a decline in performance under high secondary load.

In sum, it is predicted that a) mastery-approach pursuit will more readily engage the use of explicit strategies while performance-approach will more readily engage the use of implicit strategies, b) such differential engagement will particularly exert an effect on challenging (high-demand) parts of a primary achievement task, and c) on such challenging parts, the presence of high secondary load will be particularly damaging for mastery-approach goal pursuit by consuming the resources necessary for continued explicit strategy use under high load.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Eighty University of London undergraduates (57 females) participated for course credits. Age was recorded in the same ranges as in Experiment 1, with a modal range of 18–25 years accounting for 90% of the sample. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation.

3.1.2. Experimental task

Similar to Experiment 1, participants performed a primary achievement goal pursuit task under dual-task conditions programmed using e-prime (Schneider et al., 2002).

3.1.2.1. Primary task. The primary goal pursuit task consisted of sets of Modular Arithmetic problems in which participants are presented with a problem statement (e.g. “6 = 3 (mod 2)”), and are required to make a true or false judgment on this problem within 20 s. Problem statements are solved by subtracting the middle number from the first (e.g. 6–3) and then dividing the result of this subtraction by the mod number (e.g. 3/2). If this division results in a whole number the participant is required to make a true response, if the result is not a whole number then a false response is required. Problem statements remained on screen until a response was made or until 20 s had elapsed. Problem statements were manipulated to be either low or high in working memory demand. Demand level was determined by whether the first step of the problem statement had a number larger than 20 and required a borrow operation, thereby placing more demand on working memory processes (Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001).

3.1.2.2. Secondary task. As in Experiment 1, the primary task was interleaved with a secondary task (see Fig. 4). Given the numerical nature of the primary problem statement task, the secondary task consisted of letters rather than digits. In the condition of low secondary load, a
memory set was always presented in fixed order consisting of the letters A–B–C–D–E. However, in the high secondary load condition the letters X–Q–L–F–J were used with the letter X always remaining in the first position of the set but the order of the letters Q–L–F–J was varied at random. Correspondingly, memory probes presented were equally likely to be A–B–C or D in the low load condition and any of the letters X–Q–L–F–J in the high load condition. All other aspects of the secondary task interleaved with the primary problem statement task were as described in Experiment 1.

3.1.2.3. Primary and secondary task interleaved design. Following a practice tutorial, participants completed a baseline block of eight primary task problem statements under low secondary load (4 low-demand and 4 high-demand problem statements, randomly presented) followed by two counterbalanced experimental blocks (1 block per secondary load). The two main experimental blocks contained 24 trials each, for which a set of 24 primary task problem statements were generated for each block, each containing 12 low-demand and 12 high-demand problem statements, presented in a different random order for each participant. Half of the problem statements in each main block required a ‘true’ response. No trial based feedback on problem statement response accuracy was provided. Low-demand and high-demand problem statement performance was calculated by summing the number of correct responses to statements for each block. This created the key dependent variable: Low-Demand Problem Accuracy (Low Load), High-Demand Problem Accuracy (Low Load), Low-Demand Problem Accuracy (High Load), High-Demand Problem Accuracy (High Load).

3.1.3. Manipulation of achievement goal states
The same method of manipulation as described in the previous experiment was used, however an increasing points based system was used. Participants were told that they would receive points for correct responses to the problem statements, specifically, 3 points for the first correct response made, 4 points for the second and 5 points for the third consecutive correct response made, and so on. However, as soon as an incorrect response was made, participants kept their total points achieved at that moment but had to start back at 3 points again for the next correct response. This system was implemented to make it difficult for participants to estimate their score, which would have reduced the plausibility of feedback provided.

Following a baseline block, participants in the MAG condition read the following set of instructions prior to starting the first of two experimental blocks:

“Your round 1 score is X points. Your aim for this task is to develop your skill at performing the problem statements well. As such your goal for round 2 is to do better than your total round 1 score, which means getting more than X points in round 2. Round 2 will be more than twice as long as round 1, so your score will be adjusted accordingly at the end of the round to make for a fair comparison to the previous round score. The computer will tell you at the end of round 2 whether you achieved above your previous round score.”

In contrast, following a baseline block those in the PAG condition read the following set of instructions prior to starting the first of two main experimental blocks:

“Your aim for this task is to demonstrate your skill at performing the problem statements well in comparison to other students who have taken part. The average total score of students who have taken part so far in round 2 is X points. Your goal for round 2 is to do better than this average student round 2 score, which means getting more than X points in round 2. For your information, round 2 will be longer than the round you just completed. The computer will tell you at the end of round 2 whether you achieved above the average student score for the round.”

Goal instructions were then repeated once more between the first and second (also last) main experimental block with all reference to block length as shown in the instructions above, removed. As in Experiment 1, both goal conditions received a standardised set of target scores, and participants were told that they had reached their assigned goal for each main block. Participants in the NG condition received only standard task instructions, no points system or target goals were provided for such control participants.

3.1.4. Psychometric measures
3.1.4.1. Working memory capacity. We employed the same measure of working memory capacity (OSPA; Turner & Engle, 1989) as described in Experiment 1.
3.1.4.2. State anxiety. On this occasion the state form of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970) was used to assess experiences of anxiety during task performance in order to separately assess anxiety under low and high load task conditions. This scale (α = .88; an average reliability taken from scores across the two reporting occasions) consists of 20 statements (e.g., ‘I feel calm’ and ‘I feel nervous’) all starting with ‘I feel’ and completed with a one word anxiety related feeling.

3.1.4.3. Strategy use. In order to assess differences in problem statement solving strategies, i.e., as means of determining whether participants were following a multi-step strategy to solving the problem statements or not, we presented participants with the following question on a piece of A4 paper at the end of the first and the second (last) task block (adapted from Bellock & DeCaro, 2007): ‘Can you write in the space provided how you mostly solved the challenging problem statements in the last round’.

3.1.5. Manipulation checks

The same manipulation check measures as in Experiment 1 were used to assess task purpose, goal assigned, motivational state and goal commitment. All references in the phrases of the task purpose check list were to ‘the problem statement game’. The mastery-approach and performance-approach scales of the Horvath et al. (2001) motivational state scale achieved internal consistency reliabilities of .88 and .90 respectively. Additionally, the Hollenbeck et al. (1989) goal commitment scale had an internal consistency reliability of .80.

3.1.6. Procedure

Participants were tested in the same sound proof laboratory as used in Experiment 1. The same procedure as described in Experiment 1 was followed with the following exceptions: After completing a practice tutorial followed by a baseline block, goal states were then induced before completing two main experimental blocks. Across all conditions, between the first and second main experimental block participants completed the STAI measure and then completed this measure again finally followed by the strategy use questions. Testing sessions lasted approximately 75 min.

3.2. Results and discussion

3.2.1. Manipulation checks

Task purpose, χ² = 29.05, df = 3, p < .001, and goal assigned, χ² = 41.76, df = 3, p < .001, checks confirmed that MAG and PAG participants correctly identified their goal state condition, and no differences in goal commitment between these conditions were found, t(52) = 2.89, p = .377, with both MAG (M = 21.85, SD = 3.25) and PAG (M = 21.18, SD = 2.19) participants reporting strong commitment to goals assigned. Significant group differences for Goal State checks on mastery-approach, F(2,77) = 6.438, p < .003, and performance-approach, F(2,77) = 10.693, p < .001, scales, also revealed that those in the MAG (M = 15.15, SD = 3.790) condition scored higher in state mastery-approach than those in the PAG (M = 12.82, SD = 4.01), t(53) = 2.21, p = .031, or NG (M = 11.44, SD = 3.49), t(50) = 3.66, p = .001, and that those in the PAG (M = 14.57, SD = 3.54) scored higher in state performance-approach than those in the MAG (M = 9.96, SD = 4.89), t(53) = 4.12, p < .001, and NG (M = 10.60, SD = 3.66), t(51) = 4.01, p < .001. Thus, manipulation of goal states was effective.

3.2.2. Preliminary analyses

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2. Gender, age and the order in which participants completed the experimental blocks under low or high secondary load, for both low and high-demand problem statements, had no effect on problem statement performance (all ps > .30). No group differences on baseline problem statement performance were found for either low-demand problems, F(2,77) = 1.12, p = .33, or high-demand problems, F(2,77) = 2.30, p = .11. There were no significant group differences in working memory capacity (p = .29) (Ms: MAG = 31.04, PAG = 31.29, NG = 31.64). All participants’ self-reported state-anxiety was greater under high secondary load (SD = .871), relative to low load (M = 32.94, SD = 8.35), t(79) = 8.91, p < .001. However, groups did not significantly differ in reported state-anxiety under low secondary load, F(2,77) = .76, p = .47, or under high secondary load, F(2,77) = .83, p = .44. Thus it would be difficult to explain any between group differences in terms of state anxiety. For all participants and regardless of primary task problem statement demand, secondary load task (probe) responses were significantly slower under high load (RT, in milliseconds) (RT: M = 1177, SD = 344.9), F(1,79) = 10.06, p = .002, and less accurate (M = 14.9, SD = 4.6), F(1,79) = 119.40, p < .001, than those under low load (RT: M = 1031, SD = 187.2) (Accuracy: M = 24.1, SD = 4.1), suggesting the manipulation of secondary working memory load was effective. Furthermore, responses to high-demand problem statements, regardless of secondary load condition, were significantly slower (RT: M = 8271, SD = 2487.7), F(1,79) = 351.68, p < .001, and less accurate (M = 8.6, SD = 2.3), F(1,79) = 126.47, p < .001, than those to low-demand problem statements (RT: M = 1437, SD = 1285.5) (Accuracy: M = 11.3, SD = .83), indicating that the manipulation of problem statement demand was effective. Mean RT to probes under low secondary load, F(2,77) = .256, p = .77, and under high secondary load, F(2,77) = .540, p = .530, were not found to differ between groups. Similarly, no group differences in secondary task (probe) accuracy under low load, F(2,77) = 1.37, p = .26, or high load, F(2,77) = .555, p = .58, were found.

3.2.3. Problem statement performance

Problem Statement Accuracy was examined in a 2 (Secondary load: low, high) × 2 (Problem Statement Demand: low, high) × 3 (Achievement Goal Condition; MAG, PAG, NG), ANOVA. All analyses were restricted to trials in which a correct secondary load probe response was made. A significant main effect for secondary load, F(1,77) = 185.28, p < .001, η² = .706, indicated that all participants performed poorer under high secondary load than low load, regardless of problem statement demand. Also, a significant main effect for problem statement demand was confirmed, F(1,77) = 115.85, p < .001, η² = .601, with all participants having lower accuracy on high-demand problems (compared to low-demand problems) regardless of secondary load.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 2: means and standard deviations of variables by goal condition.</th>
<th>Mastery-approach</th>
<th>Performance-approach</th>
<th>No-goal control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State mastery-approach</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>12.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State performance-approach</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>14.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory capacity</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>31.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-anxiety (low load)</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>31.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-anxiety (high load)</td>
<td>42.56</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>39.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal commitment</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>21.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-demand problem accuracy (low load)</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>11.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-demand problem accuracy (low load)</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-demand problem accuracy (high load)</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-demand problem accuracy (high load)</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mastery-approach, N = 27; Performance-approach, N = 28; No-goal control, N = 25. State mastery-approach and state performance-approach are self-report forms. Those in the no-goal control condition didn’t complete a goal commitment measure.
A significant three-way interaction was also obtained, $F(2,77) = 3.18, p = .047, \eta^2_p = .076$. This reflected a significant 2 (secondary load: low, high) × 3 (Achievement Goal Condition; MAG, PAG, NG) interaction for high-demand problem statements, $F(2,77) = 3.81, p = .026, \eta^2_p = .090$, but not low-demand problem statements, $F(2,77) = .006, p = .994, \eta^2_p < .001$, suggesting that the impact of secondary load on performance of high-demand problem statements differed across goal groups. Further analysis confirmed that participants in all conditions experienced a significant decline on high-demand problem statement accuracy from low to high secondary load (MAG, experienced a significant decline). The impact of secondary load was regressed on reported strategy use (dummy coded). A significant model was found, $F(4,79) = 9.28, p < .001$, with explicit strategies significantly predicting accuracy ($\beta = .769$), $t(79) = 5.04, p < .001$, and implicitly driven strategies predicting at a trend level ($\beta = .303), t(79) = 2.01, p = .05$. This suggests that explicit strategies were a better overall predictor of high-demand problem statement accuracy under low secondary load than implicit ones. Secondly, (controlling for experimental condition) high-demand problem statement accuracy under high secondary load was regressed on reported strategy use (dummy coded). A significant model was found, $F(4,79) = 6.04, p < .001$, with explicit strategies sharing no relation with accuracy ($\beta = .088), t(79) = .403, p = .69$, but with implicit strategies predicting higher accuracy ($\beta = .566), t(79) = 2.50, p = .015$. This pattern of results is suggestive of a double dissociation, whereby explicit strategies are associated with higher performance on high-demand problems under a low secondary load, and implicit strategies are associated with higher performance on high-demand problems under a high secondary load. Chi-square tests revealed a significant association between experimental condition and high-demand problem statement strategy use under both low ($\chi^2 = 10.428, df = 4, p = .034$) and high ($\chi^2 = 15.725, df = 4, p = .003$) secondary load. Under low secondary load, employment of either an explicit or implicit strategy varied between those in the mastery-approach condition compared to those in the performance-approach condition ($\chi^2 = 10.10, df = 1, p = .001$). The use of an explicit strategy was mostly evident amongst those in the mastery-approach condition (63%), relative to those in the performance-approach condition (21.4%) who demonstrated the least use of this strategy. The use of implicit based strategies under low secondary load however was most strongly evident for those in the assigned performance-approach condition (64.3%), relative to those in the mastery-approach condition (25.9%) who demonstrated the most minimal reliance upon such strategies. Under high secondary load, employment of either an explicit or implicit strategy also varied between those in the mastery-approach condition compared to those in the performance-approach condition ($\chi^2 = 8.65, df = 1, p = .001$). The use of an explicit strategy was mostly evident amongst those in the mastery-approach condition (55.6%), in comparison to those in the performance-approach condition (17.9%). Conversely, an implicit strategy was most strongly evident for those in the performance-approach condition (78.6%) in comparison to those in the mastery-approach condition (40.7%). Interestingly as can be seen in Table 3, under high secondary load it appears that the strategy use of participants in the no-goal control condition is most similar to that of participants in the mastery-approach condition.

Overall, these results suggest that participants pursuing a mastery-approach goal were most likely to rely on an explicit strategy under low secondary load. This continued to be the case under high secondary load, despite a slight increase in implicit strategy use and decrease in performance of high-demand problem statements under high secondary load.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy Type</th>
<th>Low Load</th>
<th>High Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery-approach</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance-approach</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-goal control</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mastery-approach, N = 27; Performance-approach, N = 28; No-goal control, N = 25.
explicit strategy use. As such, those in the mastery-approach condition were tending to persevere with a working memory intensive strategy even when there were fewer resources to accommodate such a strategy. This seems likely to account for the large decline in high-demand problem statement accuracy from low to high secondary load. On the other hand, those pursuing a performance-approach goal were most likely to employ implicit strategies under both low and high secondary load. This seems likely to account for their relatively smaller decline in high-demand problem statement accuracy from low to high secondary load.

4. General discussion

This research demonstrates, for the first time, that working memory plays a selective role in achievement goal pursuit. The availability of working memory appears to be more important for mastery-approach goal pursuit relative to performance-approach goal pursuit. A focus on developing self-referential skill (mastery-approach) relies heavily on working memory for successful goal execution, facilitated by task strategies that place heavy demands on such resources. Conversely, a focus on demonstrating normative skill (performance-approach) depends somewhat less on working memory, facilitated by the use of task strategies that place little demand on such resources.

In Experiment 1, those pursuing a mastery-approach goal suffered the largest word game performance decline following an increase in secondary working memory load. Although those pursuing a performance-approach goal and those in the no-goal condition, also suffered a word game performance decline from low to high secondary load, these effects were smaller than those in the mastery-approach condition. This suggests that pursuit of a mastery-approach goal relied more heavily on working memory in order to perform the word game well, relative to performance-approach goal pursuit and those pursuing no assigned goal. Decrement score analyses confirmed this overall pattern of results, with those assigned a mastery-approach goal experiencing a significantly larger primary word game performance decrement from low to high secondary load than those participants in the other conditions.

In Experiment 2, all participants (regardless of goal group) appeared to perform parts of a task which placed little demand on working memory similarly under low and under high secondary load. However, consistent with Experiment 1 findings, it was found that those pursuing a mastery-approach goal experienced the largest performance decline under high secondary load on those parts of a task that placed high demands on working memory resources. This is consistent with the notion that higher secondary load consumes the working memory resources engaged during mastery-approach goal pursuit when demands are high. Those pursuing a performance-approach goal experienced the smallest decline in high-demand problem statement accuracy from low to high secondary load. Thus, results confirm that those pursuing a mastery-approach goal rely more on the availability of working memory resources than participants in the other conditions.

Interestingly in Experiment 2, those in the no-goal control condition performed quite similarly to those in the mastery-approach condition, which was unexpected (opposite to Experiment 1). This highlights interest in the extent to which achievement goal states are enhancing or limiting working memory engagement. Importantly, Experiment 1 and 2 participants in the no-goal condition were not induced into either a mastery-approach or performance-approach state (according to manipulation checks). Motivational state may have nonetheless varied between the control participants in the two experiments (e.g., different task requirements activating different default goals which were not captured). Despite clear achievement goal effect consistencies, this highlights a future research question in terms of what ‘no-goal’ control actually entails in the context of achievement motivation.

Crouzevialle and Butera (2012) recently found that performance-approach pursuit depletes working memory resources relative to a control condition. Crouzevialle and Butera interestingly suggest that pressure to outperform others generates ‘outcome’ concerns which deplete working memory resources available for the activity at hand. Current findings pertain more to whether different kinds of achievement goal states differentially rely on the availability of working memory resources (via task solving strategies employed). Despite these different research approaches, importantly, the work of Crouzevialle and Butera is somewhat compatible with the current findings. That is, Crouzevialle and Butera (2012) find that performance-approach goal pursuit results in off-task related consumption of resources and the current work explores what those pursuing a performance-approach goal might do with the limited remaining task relevant resources (employ task strategies that demand less working memory). However it is important to note that Crouzevialle and Butera (2012) used the same modular arithmetic task employed in Experiment 2 of the present paper. Interestingly, these authors suggested that it is highly unlikely that short-cut strategies would be used to facilitate performance on this task. Their reasoning for this suggestion is that each problem statement appears only once, and the experimental setting left no time for participants to prepare for the task. Against this, the present research (Experiment 2) reveals self-reported strategy use can explain differences in the performance displayed by groups under high secondary load. Specifically, reliance upon less working memory intensive strategies (implicit) was more evident for those in the performance-approach condition, whereas reliance upon more working memory intensive strategies (explicit) was more evident for those in the mastery-approach condition. Such findings may help to explain previous research demonstrating superior cognitive performance for mastery-approach (Bereby-Meyer & Kaplan, 2005; Escribe & Huet, 2005), especially when a task is executively demanding (Avery & Smillie, 2013; Graham & Golan, 1991). This is further fitting with previous research associating strategic surface processing as more favourable with performance-approach goal pursuit (arguably a strategy adopted in order to work with limited task-relevant resources), and, deeper processing of material as more favourable with mastery-approach goal pursuit (Graham & Golan, 1991; Harackiewicz & Linnenbrink, 2005). Although these processing preferences are variable, the current findings therefore illustrate that even when the resources necessary for such superior performance in effortful conditions are consumed, mastery-approach goal pursuit appears to continue to rely upon a working memory intensive strategy.

It is interesting that those in a state of mastery-approach appeared to favour more effortful strategies, even when this was detrimental to their performance. This is consistent with research which shows that a mastery-approach focus can result in unintentional sabotage of achievement by increased engagement in tangential studying rather than strategically targeting learning objectives (Senko & Miles, 2007; but also see Schwinger & Stiensmeier-Palster, 2011). Alternatively, it may be the case that being in a state of mastery-approach actually makes individuals worse at detecting alternative task strategies which will specifically aid outcome success. In other words, they are too consumed (distracted) by implementing something of interest, rather than realising what actually needs to be done to achieve a specified outcome (see Bodmann, Hullemann, & Harackiewicz, 2008). If reliance upon working memory intensive strategies allows individuals in a state of mastery-approach to satisfy the goal of ‘developing competence’, then this might make them less susceptible to directing their attention to strategies (i.e., away from the instructed strategy) which would help them actually achieve a certain task score or academic grade. This idea would be consistent with research which has shown that those with more available working memory resources are better at focusing their attention on task properties and ignoring irrelevant information, whereas, those with less available working memory are less able to allocate attentional resources to one specific strategy (Conway et al., 2001). This would also be consistent with research which outlines that working memory availability provides more goal-directed control of attention, minimising interference (Lavie & de Fockert, 2005; see Lavie, 2010 for review).
As such, continued investigation of the achievement goal-working memory strategy based relations would benefit from utilising a task for which detection of alternative task strategies could be more objectively addressed through actual task performance.

In both Experiments 1 and 2, participants are presented with a set of consistently positive target feedback scores across task blocks (e.g., mastery-approach: Yes, you scored better than your previous round score). It is possible that this positive feedback design feature may have reduced feelings of uncertainty about goal-attainment for both goal groups. Given that participants still comparatively report being in heightened mastery-approach and performance-approach goal pursuit states according to assigned conditions (i.e., they clearly do report to be concerned with achieving their assigned goal even if feelings of competence were enhanced), one is less apprehensive about the accountability of this design feature in terms of between group differences observed. Also, if positive feedback is removed and uncertainty is increased then arguably both goal groups would be equally susceptible to experiencing anxiety regarding task specific goal achievement. Future research would benefit greatly from inclusion of direct, objective, measures of perceived competence and possible modifications of assigned achievement goals when employing a similar feedback design to the current research. Also, provision of ‘actual’ task feedback rather than standardised feedback in future studies would offer insight into the stability of the magnitude and direction of effects observed in the present work. In the current work, difficulty levels of the primary tasks utilised were not manipulated but kept constant. It would be interesting in future research to utilise true feedback scores within an increasingly challenging achievement goal task framework where possible learning curves, and the impact of this on engagement of working memory resources, could be more closely examined. Lastly, it is also worth noting here that the aim of the current research was to investigate the role of working memory in approach motivated goal pursuit. Consideration of avoidance based achievement goals (performance-avoid, mastery-avoid) and of the interactive effects of approach-avoidance achievement goals in relation to working memory is essential in order for this research area to progress.

In this work, we used a standard manipulation of working memory load, comparing a condition with high load with a condition with no load. We note that, as the low load condition involved no load at all, the low and high load conditions differed not only in terms of the load on working memory, but also in terms of the requirement to perform a single versus a dual task. Dual task performance may rely on similar cognitive control functions to working memory, and high working memory load and dual task performance have been shown to have similar effects on performance on attention tasks (Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert, & Viding, 2004). Further work is needed to distinguish between the effects of working memory load and dual task performance on achievement goal pursuit.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the present research has shown, for the first time, that working memory plays a critical role in the pursuit of achievement goals, and that this role depends upon whether ones motivated focus is on developing self-referential skill or demonstrating normative skill. Working memory plays a critical role in the pursuit of achievement and here that the aim of the current research was to investigate the role of working memory in challenging achievement goal task framework where possible learning opportunities might have fostered. The present findings advance understanding of the interplay between motivation and cognition, building on pioneering research in this area (e.g., Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008; Gasper, 2004; Gray, 2001; Phillips, Bull, Adams, & Fraser, 2002). These findings may inform the development of training performance strategies designed to either minimise or maximise allocation of working memory resources. They also help to address more basic questions in psychology concerning the mechanisms through which motivation translates into action and achievement.
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